Advantages To Working With QualTech

Saving You Money

Saving You Time

World-Class Service

Customized Solutions

Saving You Money
When it comes to transitioning your business to a Dynamics CRM platform, it’s no secret
that the process can sometimes be quite costly. That’s why QualTech works hard to
provide our clients with solutions that are considerably more affordable, and tailored to
fit their budget.
With the price of hardware, engineer contracting, datacenters and other requirements,
the full cost of traditional CRM implementation can add up quickly. With QualTech, you
can save time and money by purchasing only the required user licensing, and letting our
team of professionals handle the rest.

Annual Cost Comparison | QualTech vs. In -House
QualTech

VS.

In-House

Included

Servers & Datacenters

Included

Network Engineer/Support

$60k+

$7,500

Licensing

$13,022

$7,500

TOTAL COST

$73,022+

*5-User Annual Cost Comparison from Actual Quote Data

Saving You Time
As a busy professional, every minute of your day counts. And when your company is
looking to tackle a task as large as a new CRM system deployment, QualTech understands
the importance of providing an option that is not only a fraction of the in -house cost, but
that also saves you time.
From deployment to support to customization, all you have to do is tell us exactly what
you need from your Dynamics CRM system, and we’ll do the rest. With QualTech, you’ll
never have to worry about becoming a professional engineer overnight — all you have to
do is give our team a call and carry on with your busy day while we go to work for you.

World-Class Service
While other companies provide you with products in the absence of service, QualTech is
dedicated to breaking the mold. With our Dynamics CRM services, there’s no bulky
equipment or costly hardware, just a seamless execution of behind -the-scenes
deployment, and 100% client support for the life of your program.
And with our team, you’ll never have to worry about service fees or additional charges —
all of the support you need is fully covered in your monthly user fee.

Customized Solutions
At QualTech, there is no greater priority than providing our clients with the unparalleled
service and support that they deserve. That’s why we offer additional customization
services and supplemental options for clients with niche or nonstandard objectives.
You supply our team with a detailed list of requirements and specifications, and we
implement an outstanding Cloud supported CRM system, uniquely designed for you.
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